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Abstract
Many medical image segmentation tasks suffer
from limited number of training data. Though
transfer learning from pre-trained models of
large-scale datasets can improve the performance
of models on some target tasks, many tasks are
still difficult to learn due to large domain and/or
task differences. To tackle this issue, we propose a multi-source transfer learning framework
that consists of three stages: sources selection,
domain adaptation, and feature fusion. With
this framework, we aim to systematically utilize
source tasks to achieve better performance on the
target task.

Methods

Domain Adaptation Results

Transferability Estimation Results

• Target Task: Periventricular Leukomalacia
(PVL)
• Source Task: White Matter Hyperintensities of
Presumed Vascular Origin (PVO)
• Objective: Given a pretrained model on source
PVO dataset, we aim to adapt target PVL
dataset to get better transfer peroformance under
the unsupervised setting.
Figure 2: Proposed mutli-source transfer learning framework
consisting of sources selection, domain adaptation, and feature
fusion.

Figure 7: Six tasks derived from a dataset. Each of them can
serve as a source/target task.

Main Contribution
• A dataset pool of different medical image
segmentation tasks from various domains.
• A sources selection method that can pick out the
most correlated sources based on transferability
estimation via HGR maximal correlation.
• A generative adversarial network based domain
adaptation algorithm that can minimize the
domain gap.
• A feature fusion method that can optimally
combine chosen sources.

Figure 5: Samples from PVL and PVO datasets. Significant
domain difference can be observed from both the images and
masks.

Figure 8: Visualization of transferabiltiy estimation Via HGR
maximal correlation. The outlier corresponds to gray matter
segmentation on T2 to white matter segmentation on T2.
Figure 3: Contrastive unpaired image-to-image translation
with SSIM loss to perform domain adaptation while maintaining the content structure.

Future Work

Dataset Pool

Figure 6: Visual comparison of images and labels before and
after adaptation.

Method
mIoU/% Dice/%
Direct Transfer
51.67
54.09
Domain Adaptation (DA) 53.06
56.60
DA + SSIM Loss
54.03
58.54
Train on Target Domain
55.46
60.62
Figure 4: U-Net segmentation model. Red bounding boxes
indicate the features we use to calculate transferability with
corresponding labels via HGR maximal correlation.
Figure 1: Collected dataset pool.

• Continue to collect datasets to enlarge our
medical segmentation dataset pool.
• Refine transferability metric to be more sensitive
to domain and/or task difference.
• Test our proposed framework on heterogeneous
tasks, e.g. transfer learning from segmentation
tasks to classification tasks.
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Table 1: Evaluation Results of Unsupervised Domain Adaptation for PVL Segmentation. Scores in red: best results. Scores
in blue: supervised upper bound.
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